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No binding. Condition: New. 112 pages. Fictional History, a collection of short stories inspired by
history and brought together through dream recollection. the book includes ten original stories by
independent author Kyoto Tig. TABLE OF CONTENTSATALAYATrapped between reality and
delusion, Atalya is worshipped and feared by the tribes she influences from the in between. the
HIDDEN DOORSinister forces lurk behind a hidden door in the dream recollection about a
childhood home. GHOST in the MIRRORA girls supersanity introduces her to the ghost of Lady Isobel
Shaw, a story about the last moments before her fall from the tower of Ballygally Castle. WORLD of
SorrowsA man finds himself in a fever nightmare where he falls victim to the Inquisition in this tale
of life and rebirth. TOWER GREENAnne Boelyn is remembered through the eyes of her executioner
in this look at the power of taking a life. the MACHINEWhat price we pay to be born anew, for
destruction must come to make room for the rebirth. FADEDHistory fades into lost time as Emily
visits an old asylum that burned down. the RED GHOSTLillith is mother to the race of immortals in
this tale of feuding tribes and what destiny has planned...
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ReviewsReviews

This created book is wonderful. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got go through. I am just e ortlessly will get a enjoyment of looking at a
created publication.
-- Pr of . Ja sper  Mur a z ik PhD-- Pr of . Ja sper  Mur a z ik PhD

This publication is wonderful. It really is rally interesting throgh reading period of time. I am just very easily will get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Rom a  Little-- Rom a  Little
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